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Brands GP Round 8 

 

For round 8 of the Superstock 600 championship we headed 

for Kent to the famous Brands Hatch GP circuit. 

 

Free Practice- with good 

weather set throughout 

the weekend, we had 

some different things to try 

with the bike. We wanted 

to try a heavier spring in 

the rear of the bike to give 

me more support due to 

me as a rider I use the rear 

end of the bike hard and 

hammer the rear tyres. From the off the new spring felt good, 

it did throw up a few little problems on the front end which 

did take all session before we began to improve it. Although 

we had these little set up issues I was still able to perform well 

in this session, for majority of the session I was top 5 but on the 

last remaining few laps I put in a 1:31:6 which was good 

enough to put me 2nd at the end of the session. Overall this 

was a good start to the weekend and the changes were 

positive. As always in setting up a bike changing one thing 

can upset another thing, this makes set up a balancing act. 

 

Q1- so with more positive 

changes to help my issues 

with the front end I was 

looking forward to a good 

session. On the opening laps 

the bike still felt like it had 

room from improvement so 

after 4 laps, to pin point the 

areas, I made a pit stop to 
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get a few more fine teaks. After a quick de brief with my 

crew chief he made some final changes. After I done two 

laps to test the changes it was hammer time. I had to put 

some hot laps in to put me near front of the pack. In the 

remaining 8 minutes of the session I posted a 1:31:1 which put 

me 4th with just valuable minutes remaining. As the 

chequered flag went out one rival went faster and pushed 

me back to 5th. This was a positive session as I still felt there 

was room for improvement within the bike and myself 

regarding lines and braking points. In addition, we still had 

plenty of things to alter on the front end to help improve my 

lap time. Also after a track walk with my crew chief, John 

Crockford, I had plenty of areas where I could improve and 

change my lines to help the turning of the bike. 

 

Q2- with the heavier rear spring 

it was proving fiddly to get that 

front end how I wanted it. The 

way we had to improve was 

through a process of elimination, 

so with further changes on my 

opening laps it became 

apparent we had gone the 

wrong way so I made a pit stop 

to get the settings from the 

session before put in. As I 

headed back out on track the 

red flag came out so it was back straight back to wait for the 

session to be restarted, we used this time to make a further 

few minor tweaks. Once the session restarted I had a new 

rear tyre and 10minutes left to make a dash for it and pull out 

all the stops. I posted a 1:30:8 which I thought would be 

good enough to bump me up the order. However, everyone 

else improved and I ended up qualifying 6th. This was OK as 
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it was 2nd row and my rule is to make sure I'm on the front 

two rows to make the race a bit easier.  

 

Race- with the aim of 

getting on the podium 

in this race, as it is every 

race; I was aiming to 

get a good start. The 

lights went out and I 

got an awesome jump 

off the line. With a 

good run down in to 

turn 1 I found myself 

coming out of turn 1 in 1st place, this was perfect for me. 

Going round Surtees which is a left hander leading on to the 

back straight I struggled to get good drive and this cost me 

as a rider got the run on me down the straight. End of lap 1 

was 2nd and hunting down 1st place again. This was boiling 

up to be a good race again just like Thruxton. There was lots 

of passing going on and I was enjoying my race. At the end 

of lap 4 I entered clear ways, the last turn, like I had done all 

weekend and out of nowhere I lost the front end and 

crashed out the race. Also I unfortunately took another rider 

with me as he couldn't avoid my bike, I was very 

disappointed as I felt I was on a for a good result again, it 

wasn't to be! So that was the race and I now sit 4th in 

championship but only just 5 points from 3rd.  

 

I just want to say thank 

you to all my sponsors 

and I am working hard 

to re pay you all with a 

good result soon. I am 

really looking forward to 

Cadwell Park on the 

27th-29th August now 

where I hope to 

redeem myself.  
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